2020-07 Fedora 6 Sprint

Participants
1. Danny Bernstein
2. Andrew Woods
3. Jared Whiklo
4. ...

Objectives
1. External Content
   a. FCREPO-3239 - Support creation of external binaries
2. Simple Search (add support for unimplemented fields)
   a. Add support for size field
   b. Add support for mimetype field
   c. Add search in HTML UI
   d. List children contained by ancestor (specify depth)
3. Refining F6 persistence
   a. Fedora ID to OCFL ID mapping
   b. Encapsulation directory naming
   c. Object validation on-reindex
   d. OCFL side-loading (API and single-object indexing)
4. Performance testing
5. WebAC wrap up
   a. FCREPO-3328 - Fix test suite failure: Must return 409 on unable to create ACL
   b. FCREPO-3321 - WebACL for /rest/fcr:tx

Tickets
Sprint board

Standup Reports
2020-07-06 (Monday)

...